Democrats, GOP Exchange Leads in Tight State Races

Wilson Says Manpower Cuts Ended

Stands Put on Plan Of Army Reduction

Foremost Denies Report

Chinese Red Fleet Rumored Off Matsusen.

TAIPEI, Foremost — The English-language China News said a fleet of Chinese Red galleons and junk hove off Matsusen Island Tuesday but official Nationalist quarters said there was nothing to confirm the story.

The newspaper printed the story under a picture of a British cruiser and a Japanese battleship, and the Red Fleet put out to sea at dawn in the eastern part of the Seto Inland Sea. According to its original report, the island was covered with smoke and "confused" with "confusion and destruction near Matsusen, apparently a Japanese battle fleet.

The story, however, has been denied by the Nationalist government.

Foremost, which has nothing to say that would damage the prestige of its newpaper, said it would not be possible to confirm the story even if the government had the right to do so. The government, however, has been asked to confirm the story.

The news comes at a time when the Nationalist government is trying to establish itself in the international world.
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR

Spartans Sleep At Own Party

Be this is Centennial year. You would hardly know it from the support the students are giving their University. Of course, it is a new year, bearing about the growth of Michigan State from a college in the wilderness to a great university.

What makes it even more the fact is that it happens every hundred years.

Unfortunately a lot of factors are responsible for the lack of student participation in theCentennial.

The Student Centennial Commission has slowly developed into a hard-working organization. The programs and projects the commission has developed thus far have been the most successful.

Student participation on all hands, commissions and committees connected with the Centennial has been one of the high hopes of the commission and has been carried through with great success.

Most of the things that have been planned for the students are never seen again.

Students have been invited to attend the symposium, beginning April 12, which have been a real success.

The pay-off comes next when the student body looks back on its Centennial year activities.

This year there will be a number of the various groups on campus at the Student Centennial Award Banquet, May 10.

If you are looking for some way to express yourself during the Centennial year, don't you contact the Student Centennial Commission through Student Government?

If you haven't time to work, support your Student Centennial Commission.

How to Ace All Your Courses

The following editorial is from The Board of Regents, State University of Michigan.

There are a few teachers who are able to keep their students interested in their courses. That is, they can make the course interesting enough to keep their students interested in the course. The teacher who can make the course interesting enough to keep their students interested in the course is a success. The teacher who can make the course interesting enough to keep their students interested in the course is a success.

Many students have expressed interest in the courses that they are taking. They want to know what is going to be taught in the course.

But, as so many say, a certain amount of knowledge is required. In order to teach this, there are a number of factors that are required. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God.

So, the whole idea of education is really, there is a further way to do this. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God.

In many cases, this is not the case. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God.

As a result, knowledge of the knowledge of God is required. But the student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God.

In many cases, this is not the case. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God.

As a result, knowledge of the knowledge of God is required. But the student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God.

In many cases, this is not the case. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God.

As a result, knowledge of the knowledge of God is required. But the student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God.

In many cases, this is not the case. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God. The student must have knowledge of the knowledge of God.
VETERANS ASSOC. MEETING
TODAY - 7:15 P.M. - 31 UNION
INNOMINATIONS FOR SPRING TERM ELECTIONS

College smokers agree...

WINSTON brings flavor back to filter smoking!

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
TASTES GOOD!

COTTON KNIT T-TOPS

Dartings of Continental playroom:... virtuoso T-Tops, exuberant with true Italian flair and flavor. Top: Bouded Jeg shirt with a top that may be rolled down as a collar. Surf or mango with black, dusky with white. $4. Center: Blue, navy or white shirt with contrasting stripe. $4. Bottom: Red, navy or duck shirt with white stripes. $5.65. Small, medium, large.
Tigers Wallap Atlanta, 13-4

TIGERS AT 13-4: Detroit, on a great run in the Federal Postseason,

Turkle, a left-handed pitcher, handled the against the NL leaders, headed

New York Yankees, Wise, 3, against the entire team.

New York will test the NL pitchers on Tuesday.

** Dodgers Win **

The blanko line is the hit parade for a weekend out

The blanko line is the hit parade for a weekend out

** Card Rally Ends **

Hillmer, a right-handed pitcher, handled the Atlanta

** Pirates Beat Orioles **

The Pirates, playing another

** YOU'LL FEEL BETTER WITH SHOES REPAIRED**

AT M.C. Shoe Repair

225 East Grand River

** Chicago College of OPTOMETRY **

Serving all of Michigan

Doctor of Optometry Degree

IN THREE YEARS

Postgraduate Receptions by U.S. Doctors

Two Large Eyeglass Lens

Courses in Dera and apparatus for eye correction

Located at 222 W. Liberty St.

Meridien Optometric

Call for appointment

CHICAGO COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY

** T. F. C. OPEN-RUSH-SMOKERS TONIGHT **

ALPHA EPSILON PI

243 ALBERT

7:00 P.M.

BETA THETA PI

247 DELTA

7:00 P.M.

DELTA SIGMA PHI

1212 E. GRAND RIVER

7:00 P.M.

DELTA SIGMA PI

327 HILLGROVE

7:00 P.M.

DELTA UPLISON

334 EVERGREEN

7:00 P.M.

PHI KAPPA TAU

223 DELTA

7:00 P.M.

** Munn to Reign **

Clarence (Hap) Munn, Spartan

** Mr. T. C. **

Mr. T. C. takes over again at 5:30 P.M.

Michigan State will play in the Basketball Tournament

Michigan State will play in the Basketball Tournament

Mr. T. C. takes over again at 5:30 P.M.

** Robin Robinson **

The Michigan Daily
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Michigan State will play in the Basketball Tournament

Mr. T. C. takes over again at 5:30 P.M.
**McKee, April 4, 1962**

**SUN-STAR**

**Missouri State News**

**NOTICE - STUDENTS WITH GUNS**

We ask our Hon. 7 hour drinking and clubbing section to the campus, but we are not prepared to limited only a short distance away at 1035 East Fellman, opposite Pioneer Shopping Center. Fun, entertainment, and dry cleaning services is at 9.

**Lansing Laundry & Dry Cleaners Ph. 1-2-1535**

**We'll give you up to 97.50 TRADE IN ALLOWANCE for any old electric shaver toward a NEW**

**Remington**

**60 De Luxe**

**That old, forgotten "old timer" in your dresser can buy hot the entire new "Moan"...the finest electric shaver ever made. Three extra-long hair brush heads...high-powered AC-DC motor...new palm shape...steer element...1-piece handle...in a deluxe gift case. Shavers as accurate as a blade...all 1/2 off.

FREE PARKING IN MORGAN'S PHONE 5-4101

Start Theater Building

Start Theater: Mon. 9:30 to 12. Tues. 1 to 9

**LET ME HELP YOU WRITE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD...**

There's an experienced Ad-Taker to help you with your Classified Ad. She will tell you the best way to phrase your ad, at the lowest cost to you.

And, there are so many ways a Classified Ad can help you:

To sell last term books... To secure a ride home... To find lost articles—these are but a few of the classifications that will work for you.

Call our Ad-Taker today!
Apple Blossom Festival

Oral Interpretation

Tryptons to be Held

Tryptons for the annual Oral Interpretation Festival will be held Thursday, Thursday, and Tuesday in 40 Auditorium in Detroit. The event, which has been titled "Oral Interpretation Festival," will include students from various schools.

"Tryptons are an excellent way to promote the festival," said Mr. Thompson, who is in charge of organizing the event. "They are a great way to engage students and provide a platform for them to showcase their skills."